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About This Game

Adrenaline rushing, fast-paced roomscale SciFi shooter for HTC Vive and Oculus Rift

VR Shooter Guns is about bare survival in a sci-fi environment.
Skill, speed and tactics are required.

You'll get so sweaty that you can skip the gym afterwards.

Fight your way through a space station to escape evil robots!
In a distant future, petty humans only exist to consume what gigantic automated robot facilities are producing.

These vast factories floating in space have been built by generations of both, humans and robots.
You are one of those solitary humans, whose job hasn't been replaced by androids yet.

Alone in space with the sole purpose to supervise the assembly during endless boring shifts.
And the Artificial Intelligence watches you.

Nothing ever happens.
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Until NOW.

Cool Features

Nine languages: English, French, German, Portuguese-Brazil, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Korean, Japanese

Four challenging levels

15 and 30 Minute runs for highscore

Endless permadeath mode for skilled players

Increasing difficulty with each round

Global Highscore

HTC Vive and Oculus Rift supported

Built from the ground up for virtual reality!

Perfect for social VR challenges with your buddies!

Free Locomotion support!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: VR Shooter Guns
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Cykyria
Publisher:
Cykyria
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64bit

Processor: i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX970 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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fun game -). I really like the simplicity of the game.. It is a mystery.. The game at the same time and pleases and causes anger.
Some levels explode the brain. Some pass on the fly .... spent weeks playhing the board game and have nearly every expansion
and zombie pack (dogs, crows, special hot dog zombies, yeah hot dog zombies - play like normal walkers however kill so many
and you get a pimp mobile weapon!)

I don't know if this game has recently updated or not but it runs so much better than it originally did and thoroughly excited to
be playing this with friends. only thing I want to see more of are the expansions such as toxic city, prison outbreak, etc the
zombie dogs crows and so much more are promising and hell in all honesty i would happily pay for the expansions digitally as
long as they aren't stupid prices.. Still better and more original than PUBG
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I was disappointed by the lack of actual historical immersion, as the game presents some kind of alternate universe history, that
is inclusive and diverse and looks more like a larp session with people from today than a viking expedition (pretty much like the
TV show, and that's precisely my dislike).
The game has many aspects that I like, but in the end, I just found playing it annoying and couldn't finish it.. It's nice to see a
new unit roster for the celts. It was much needed.

+ Some cool looking units that make the celts unique.
+With the ability to be able to deploy all celtic units outside of the deployment zone with the guerrilla deployment, it makes
them feel different to other nations on the game.

- I've only found one unit so far not to say the generic barbarian voice and say "Scrappers" or "infanty" when select them. I wish
they would say their unit type, like they have in the past with other units.

Other than that i think this pack is good. 10\/10 would play as the celts.

(pls more music). Great Game! Graphics look really good even in low quality mode. Really fun to play.. Cute little game. Too
bad it doesn't have checkpoints or other saving system. I hate nerve cracking games where you need to be able to do a perfect
run on a level; one mistake and it's all over again.. Not very pretty on the outside, but make no mistake, this game is a labor of
love.

♥♥♥♥/10. sure i understand the dlc is a steep price. but the only dlc i found nessisary was the free one for the free mats. with
that i made tons of high stated gear. that alot of the enemys did basically no damage. unless it was a status effect and still did
considerable damage. so.. the dlc was not really nessisary? the paid ones anyways only paid dlc i found any vague interest in was
the spiked boots. everything else kind of either was useless. didnt really need to exsist. or became blantantly obsolete

the story is basically there to try and tie up all the story of each character. and give them that happy ending. ontop of the main
story which involves the twins emotional story of family and what they want to do in life. (just like the other two games.) so
from the atelier "mysterious" series having a story like this is expected. a happy ending for all!. Technically this game isn't an
adventure game, it's actually a party puzzle game with a story. Each player takes turn to solves puzzles to earns some medals and
learn some truth and information. Although this game isn't an adventure game, you'll have to use your detective skills (deduction
and observation) to find the real culprit in each episode.

The gameplay is pretty straightforward, you don't need to solved every puzzles or correctly guessing the real culprit, the story
itself will move forward anyway.

For $19.99 this game is pretty expensive. I recommend trying the demo first. If you like it you should buy when it's on sale
(probaly around $5-$7). I'm not recommend buying at full price beacuse for $19.99 you can buy better games with better story,
such as Syberia, Broken Sword, or Emerald City Confidential.. Low resolution
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